Drop-Off Instructions for Middle Branch Park

Day-Of Contact: Laura Quigley (laura@ejji.org).
Drop-off Hours: 1 - 4 PM

3301 Waterview Ave, Baltimore, MD 21230
Transport your sample(s) in a cool dark place (bag or cooler). Environmental Justice Journalism Initiative (EJJI) staff will be set-up at a table under a tent in between the parking lot and the docks. They’ll assist with processing samples on two water quality machines.

Miss the drop-off window?
The EJJI will be set up later in the day (5 - 7 pm) at the Middle Branch Trail Trailhead 9. This location doesn’t have an address - it can be GPSed as Middle Branch Trail Trailhead 9. It’s a small green space near the southeastern parking lot of Medstar Harbor Hospital.